“Institutional consultancy to undertake research on social inclusion and protection of children with disabilities in Afghanistan”.

UNICEF Afghanistan is looking to establish a contract with qualified supplier to assist UNICEF Afghanistan for “Institutional consultancy to undertake research on social inclusion and protection of children with disabilities in Afghanistan “.

This RFP is advertised through UNICEF e-tendering system. More details including specific requirement about this RFP are available in below link, the bids should be submitted through the e-tendering system of the United Nations Global Marketplace (UNGM):

https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/99423

Please send an email to Mr. Nowsherwan (mnmahmood@unicef.org) and Mr. Mahfooz Azizi (mmazizi@unicef.org) if you face any difficulty when while accessing the RFP.

Deadline for submission is: 14 November 2019 at 10:00 AM Afghanistan time